
Flat scale  
with customizable label

seca 874 dr
+ Customizable label builds trust
+ Cost-effective, reliable and durable: seca quality that pays off
+ Double display allows the doctor and patient to read simultaneously
+ Leveling feet for strong stability
+ Mother+child function for hassle-free weighing of toddlers



seca 874 dr

Flat scale with customizable label

Make a name with the seca 874 dr

Each name stands for a personality that is distinctive and different 
from all others. Those who are proud love to show their name. The 
seca 874 dr offers a customizable, embossed label for this purpose. 
This not only looks good, but also creates trust in the accuracy of the 
measured results.

Read twice as well

A double display has the decisive advantage that it can be read 
from both sides. The doctor can therefore quickly record the result, 
regardless of whether he is in front of or behind the patient. And 
the patient feels involved, because the scale also shows them their 
weight.

Setting up, tapping, weighing

Equipped with leveling feet and a level, the seca 874 dr can also 
be safely set up horizontally on uneven surfaces. One battery set 
is sufficient for thousands of weighings and makes the seca 874 dr 
together with a carrying handle and low weight well suited for mobile 
use. Tapping the foot pedal activates the scale, the other foot pedal 
operates the mother+child function, allowing a child to be weighed 
on the mother’s arm.
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Capacity 440 lbs / 200 kg

Graduation 0.1 lb < 330 lbs > 0.2 lb /  
50 g < 150 kg > 100 g

Dimensions (WxHxD) 12.6 x 2.4 x 14.2 in / 321 x 60 x 361 mm

Platform (WxHxD) 11.3 x 2.4 x 11 in / 288 x 60 x 280 mm

Net weight 9 lbs / 4.1 kg

Power supply Batteries

Functions Auto-HOLD, Automatic switch-off,  
lbs/kg switch-over, Mother+child function

Accessories  + Stadiometer seca 217 in combination with 
adapter element seca 437

 + Carrying cases seca 409 / seca 415  
or seca 414 (for combination with  
stadiometer and adapter element)

 + Switch-mode power adapter seca 400
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